VIDEONETICS TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
DeeperLook 1.0.0.0

and
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.
Atlas 800 AI Inference Server (Model: 3010)

Finished compatibility Test.
The Huawei Computing Product Line hereby grant this
HUAWEI COMPATIBLE certificate and mark.
Period of authorization:2020/12 to 2023/12

Huawei Technologies Co.,Ltd.

Xu Yingtong
President of Ascend Computing
SPDT
Grant Date:2020/12/31
Certificate No：E202012021

Attachment

This certificate is issued by Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. (hereinafter
referred to as "Party A") to VIDEONETICS TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
(hereinafter referred to as "Party B"), the details of which are as follows:
1. According to this certificate, Party A grants a non-exclusive and non-transferable
license to Party B to use Party A's authentication mark (hereinafter referred to "The
Mark"), the sample of which is set in the certificate under the following terms:
1) Authorized-use scenario: The Mark is only used to prove that Party B's product stated in this certificate
has passed compatibility verification with Huawei products.
2) Authorized-use scope: marketing materials.
3) Period of authorization: 36 months from this certificates grant date.
4) Terms of use: When using The Mark, Party B should use the exact sample set in this certificate without
modifying it. Party B should use The Mark exactly as stated above and shall not use The Mark for any other
purposes.
5) Party A can use this certificate in its marketing materials.

2. Without the prior written consent from Party A, Party B shall not use The Mark beyond
the scope of authorization granted by Party A. The license granted by Party A to Party B
to use The Mark does not constitute the transfer of any rights from Party A to Party B.
3. Other than the mark authorization specified in the first item, this certificate does
not imply any other authorization or permission from Party A to Part B, nor the creation
or generation of any other relationship between Party A and Party B. If Party B breeches
any agreement in this certificate, Party A has the rights to retrieve the authorization.
4. Authentication mark sample:

This certificate shall come into effect upon the date of Party A's approval.
Certificate No.: E202012021

